
RIO

AGATI is defined by versatility. Designs combine a unique blend of aesthetics and engineering, 

distinguished by their eclectic styles. Inspired by the need for furniture that is both timeless and

universal, AGATI is committed to the design and engineering of each and every piece.

Furniture built to last a lifetime means investing in the future. AGATI is dedicated to implementing 

sound environmental practices such as utilizing domestic reforested lumber, as well as reusable

packaging materials. AGATI believes in helping preserve resources at no expense to the integrity 

of the product or the satisfaction of the customer.

Celebrated for its design. Chosen for its quality.
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Armless Lounge
Chair

Rio Boomerang
Arm Chair

Lounge Chair Bariatric
Lounge Chair

Armless Two Seat
Settee

Three Seat Sofa

Rio Boomerang Arm Chair, Armless Settee and Bariatric Lounge, above. 

F U R N I T U R E



Turn ordinary rooms into dynamic spaces. AGATI’s Rio Collection boasts 

smooth curves and a contemporary yet warm style. Pick a configuration; 

choose your setting; the Rio Collection morphs to serve the function you need.

Seamless arches, boomerang arms, and solid wood armcaps add to the 

multitude of options available. With a slight upward tilt to its seat and plenty

of room beneath for your feet, the Rio boosts you up after a comfortable sit.

Its high back provides support keeping attention crisp. Take advantage of its

versatility; take notice of its style. The Rio Collection defines today’s movement.

Visit agati.com to see more.

R IO Lounge Col lect ion

Ottoman

Armcaps

Tablet Arm

Rio Armless Rio Boomerang Rio with Armcaps

Rio Armless Lounge, Armless Lounge with Tablet Arm and Rio Settee, shown
above with oval Drum Occasional Table. Rio Boomerang Arm Lounge, left.

Rio Tablet with Casters


